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1. Know your default  
Source : Crucial conversations  
 
Silence vs Violence  
Silence= Masking, avoiding and withdrawing  
Violence= Controlling, labelling and attacking  
 

2. Keep conflict useful 
Source: Patrick Lencioni  
 
You know, when people ask me about how to keep conflict useful, one of the 
first things I say is don't be afraid of it going too far. I say that because most 
people are more afraid of it going too far so they never even get close. So 
don't be afraid if it goes too far and you recover from that, it's actually a great 
thing on a team. There's nothing like apologizing and healing after a conflict 
to make a team stronger. Think if you're starting to get emotional, I think just 
say so. In other words say, “I'm obviously getting emotional here,” and try to 
explain what that is. Just stop in the middle of it and remind people that, gee, 
if I feel like I'm getting too upset, I really am open to feedback that I'm wrong. 
 
And so I think it's, rather than try to avoid it, just call it out while it's 
happening. Because what I'm really most worried about is people not going 
there because they're afraid it's going to go too far. When people in an 
organization don't deal with conflict, something very ironic and tragic 
happens, and that is, it comes out later in a much more painful, destructive 
way. When if you and I are disagreeing about something that's important 
and I say, “Gee, I don't want to have conflict around that issue because I don't 
want her to feel bad.” Eventually I'm going to get frustrated with you. It's 
inevitable. It ferments over time, and it's going to come out later in an 
interpersonal frustration that can be really hurtful. And people say, "Well, 
what's wrong?" And I said, "Well, you just don't get this." And it's like, "Well, if 
you just told me the first time, I'd have probably learned." So oftentimes our 
desire to be nice to somebody and to avoid conflict leads to a much more 
destructive interpersonal conflict later. 
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3. Practice healthy venting  
Source: Dr Caroline Leaf and scripture  
 
Galatians 6:2 
Bear one another’s burdens, and thereby fulfill the law of Christ. 
 
Emotional dumping: Blaming others, overwhelming others with 
multiple issues, not open to finding a solution, defensive to 
constructive feedback, disrespectful and doesn’t listen, repeats the 
same issue, inconsiderate of time, feels toxic  
 
Healthy venting: doesn’t blame others, sticks to one topic, uses “I” 
statements, works on a solution together, owns up to mistakes and 
open to feedback, listens and acknowledges others perspectives, 
does not go in circles, doesn’t take up unnecessary time. (Dr Caroline 
Leaf) 

 
 
 

4. Focus on what’s in your control  
 

Source: Dr Caroline leaf  
We can't change someone else, we can only change ourselves. We all know 
that. We are all generating energy all the time. Quantum physics, which is the 
most accurate of sciences, shows us that we are by our thinking and our 
functioning, we're generating energy. So if someone is irritating you or 
frustrating you or keeps doing the same thing, you have a relationship. You've 
built a thought in your brain, so you literally have a toxic tree in your brain 
that's generating toxic energy. 
 
The person can't read the exact thoughts, but they can pick up your attitude, 
that state of mind that you're generating at them and so it's very important 
that you recognize that if you are going to change things you might be 
saying, "How can I help you?" but you don't really mean it. You're coming from 
the toxicity you create, cognitive dissonance in the brain, you create conflict. 
Be firmly gentle and not reacting, so when they make you mad, don't get 
mad. When they make you totally frustrated, try not to express your 
frustration. When you want to raise your voice, don't raise your voice. 
 
 

5. Set ground rules 
Source: Craig springer (director of Alpha)  
 
 “It's important to set ground rules,” shares Craig. “To say what this 
conversation will be, what this conversation won't be… The goal here 
is that we each hear from one another—where they're coming from. 
So all they're doing is seeking to understand.” 
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6. Adjust your response  

Source: Doctor Caroline leaf, Crucial conversations and scripture 
 

• Be slow to anger, quick to listen, slow to speak and slow to anger 
(James 1:19) 

• All that gentle demeanor changes the energy that literally flows from 
you. Don't speak in anger, but be honest and open. So you 
reconceptualize, take that toxic energy, put into something positive. Be 
honest and open. Once you do that, you start changing your own 
brain. It's not worth getting mad at someone because you're keeping... 
you're damaging your own brain, so it's better to reconceptualize, get 
the management in place, and then when you generate from a more 
positive angle to them, that positive energy comes from those proteins 
in your brain literally that built that, that new way of seeing this and 
that honesty and authenticity and gentleness, they may not like it at 
first, but it will always win because it's always that positive energy will 
always wipe out that negative, according to quantum physics. 
(Caroline Leaf)  

• Start with the heart, learn to look, make it safe, master my stories, state 
my path, explore other’s paths and move to action.  

 
7. Understand that there is good in conflict  

 
Source: Tom Spaulding (founder of Spaulding companies) and 
scripture 
 
Conflict that challenges teams to grow, develop, innovate, and build 
trust helps the team reach a higher level of growth and performance. 
These high-performing teams don’t just happen without effort; they 
are forged through conflict, collaboration and communication. 
 
Rom 12:18 
If possible, so far as it depends on you, live in peace with all people. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Additional resources  

 
How to deal with a difficult person: article in comments  
https://drleaf.com/blogs/news/how-to-deal-with-a-difficult-person-tips-to-protect-
your-mental-health 
 
 


